L I T E PA P E R
Introduction
The eFIN DEX APP is a decentralized blockchain app that works for MAC OS and
Windows 10. The main features are: a decentralized, multi-protocols "Wallet",
"Trade" for BEP20 tokens, "Bridge" for currency exchanges between protocols and
"Buy Crypto" which allows BTC purchases through bank transfers.

Wallet
The eFIN DEX wallet uses the BIP44 Multi-account hierarchy standard for
deterministic wallets. The proposed hierarchy is quite comprehensive. It allows
the handling of multiple coins, multiple accounts, external and internal chains per
account and millions of addresses per chain.
The wallet supports multiple protocols such as:

eFIN
Every eFIN DEX APP runs a full node which contains the logic to fully validate
transactions and blocks. By running an eFIN full node, you are supporting the eFIN
network to become more decentralized while fostering the growth of eFIN. All
operations are performed in the local daemon that distributes the transactions to
the netrevelation of Fátimawork.

Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum, Zilliqa, BNB Chain & Polygon
These use a lightweight wallet which works by using a connection to a series of
servers that allows them to obtain all the information they need about the
cryptocurrency payments they make. It is a simplified form of a wallet that makes
running a full node unnecessary while maintaining a good balance between security
and usability.

Import tokens
For Ethereum, Polygon and BNB Chain, it allows importing tokens from the ERC20 and
BEP20 standards respectively.

Portfolio Analytics
Portfolio Analytics provides a greater perspective of the funds by connecting to the Coin
Market Cap data and keeping updated prices in USD and EUR. These are stored in a
database on the eFIN servers which are used to display daily, weekly and monthly
averages.

Trade
This is a set of functions that allows exchanges between BEP20 tokens,
and participates in creating, adding and removing pools, and supports a wallet to
manage Liquidity Pool (LP) tokens.

Swap
eFIN Token Swap is a simple and intuitive way to securely trade BEP20 tokens on BNB Chain
network. The eFIN Swap uses an eFIN V2 contract which is a binary smart contract system.

Core
Core contracts provide fundamental safety guarantees for all parties interacting with the
eFIN Swap.

Factory
The factory holds the generic bytecode responsible for power pairs. Its primary job is to
create only one smart contract per unique token pair.

Pairs
Pairs have two primary purposes— i.e., to serve as automated market makers and to keep
track of pool token balances. They also expose data that can be used to build decentralized
price oracles.

Periphery
Periphery contracts interact with one or more core contracts but are not themselves part
of the core.

Router
The router which uses the library fully supports all the basic requirements of a front-end,
offering trading and liquidity management functionality. Notably, it natively supports
multi-pair trades (e.g. x to y to z) and offers meta-transactions for removing liquidity.

My Liquidity Pool (LP)
This is a list showing the details of participation in a liquidity pool such as the number of
LP tokens, pool share and the equivalence of the two pooled tokens while also allowing
for management of the different liquidity funds.

Add Liquidity Pool (LP)
This feature shows the options to create or add liquidity to the different pools.
The Liquidity Pool (LP) wallet allows you to send and receive Liquidity Pool (LP) tokens.
Its functionality is the same as a BNB Chain wallet for tokens since the LP tokens behave
like a BEP20 token.

Bridge
A blockchain bridge is a tool that lets you port assets from one blockchain
to another, solving one of the main problems within blockchains,
which is the lack of interoperability.

eFIN to WeFIN
The eFIN DEX APP provides the UI to request a bridge through the API to perform
validations and verify the available funds. This call goes to a service that sends it to the
destination address through the use of a hot wallet.

BTC to renBTC (BEP20)
The eFIN DEX APP provides the UI to request a bridge through the renBridge mechanism.
Using RenVM (a universal translator), it converts digital assets to the format needed by
its destination chain. The supported bridge is from BTC to BNB Chain. For example,
RenVM takes BTC, holds it and then converts it to BEP20 with a 1:1 ratio to ensure your
renBTC is always backed by the same amount of BTC.

Buy Crypto
The eFIN DEX APP presents the UI for BTC purchase integration by paying
with fiat (EUR) using the SuperSimpleSwap API.
SuperSimpleSwap is the infrastructure and liquidity provider for super-secure and
non-custodial currency swaps. Empowered by Nimiq OASIS, you can swap BTC-EUR.

Steps:
1. SuperSimpleSwap makes a quote for user demand. The price is
determined from live market data across various exchanges.
2. SuperSimpleSwap sends BTC to an automated escrow. The automated
escrow (HTLC) ensures that only the user can retrieve the BTC once he
receives access to a secret. The BTC is returned after a predetermined
time if the secret is not provided.
3. The user transacts EUR to the automated escrow (Powered by Oasis). The
escrow for EUR is the regulated Nimiq OASIS service provided by TEN31
Bank and can be publicly verified. Nimiq OASIS ensures that EUR is only
transferred to SuperSimpleSwap if the secret of the BTC HTLC is provided,
otherwise it is sent back to the user after a predetermined time.
4. SuperSimpleSwap reveals the secret (Powered by Oasis).
By publishing the secret and thereby providing it to Nimiq OASIS,
SuperSimpleSwap retrieves the EUR from the automated escrow.
5. The user’s wallet retrieves the BTC. By using the secret published by
SuperSimpleSwap, the user's wallet can retrieve the BTC from the escrow
(HTLC).
6. The swap is completed. The user receives his BTC at the previously agreed
rate without having to give custody of his funds to SuperSimpleSwap

Social Media
twitter.com/efinexchange
github.com/EFIN-DEX
www.efin.com/Social-Media

Disclaimer
Nothing contained in this Litepaper constitutes a solicitation or offer, or
recommendation, to acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any other
transaction. Information contained in this website (or any of the data and documents
that may be downloaded) shall not be construed as an offering or solicitation of any
products or services by DexTech AG or any persons mentioned herein. This website, any
information, data and documents it contains or refers to, are provided for general
information purposes only. By downloading any data and/or documents, and in
particular the Wallet, you acknowledge and agree DexTech AG makes such documents,
services and software available to you at your request and discretion only.
The analyses, informational material, statements by us or the group, statistics, graphs,
etc., are to be understood as tips and not as an invitation to trade, but only reflect the
opinion of the author and only serve to expand his own understanding of crypto trading.
All statements about cryptocurrencies (including WeFIN) and their possible price
development are absolutely non-binding and are also to be understood as tips and not
as an invitation to trade.
In the event that users of the site want to trade based on the presentation of the
information provided here, such as analysis, statistics, graphics, statements, etc., this is
done entirely at your own risk.

If you are residing outside of Switzerland, you should take appropriate advice from a
suitably qualified professional adviser in the country in which you reside or do business
in order to find out if any restrictions are applicable concerning the legality of using our
documents, services or software.
Please be further advised, that trading Cryptocurrencies or Tokens carries a high risk
and can lead to a total loss of the invested capital.
DexTech AG does not provide investment advice, any information provided only
reflects its own opinion. Please make sure that if you trade or invest in digital currencies
(e.g. by purchasing mining equipment or investing in cloud mining services or
downloading Wallets or software) you have fully understood the associated risks!
Risk Note: Cryptocurrencies have high volatility and therefore can fluctuate greatly in
price. Therefore, they are not suitable for all investors. Even if high profits could be
achieved in the past, this is not a guarantee of future results. Any trading history
presented covers a period of less than five years, unless otherwise stated. DexTech AG
would like to clarify that this is not a sufficient basis for investment decisions. There are
risks to your capital when trading stocks, cryptocurrencies and other asset classes.
Prices can move in either direction.
You take on the risk of changes in exchange rates, which is affected by fluctuations,
and may lose all of your invested capital or even a larger amount. Before investing, make
sure you are suitable and that you fully understand the risks and legal aspects involved.
If you are unclear, contact an independent authority on financial, legal, tax and
accounting matters. Again, DexTech AG does not provide investment, financial, legal, tax
or accounting advice under any circumstances.This Litepaper is aspirational. eFIN
DECENTRALIZED is under construction. Timelines may vary. Actual feasibility may not be
achievable.
This Litepaper is aspirational. eFIN DECENTRALIZED is under construction. Timelines
may vary. Actual feasibility may not be achievable.
DexTech AG and any persons mentioned herein do not allow general investment. A
select few, specific investors, limited in number to less than 20, and with individual
investments of more than CHF 100’000.00 may be permitted, after individual contracts
are signed, to become part of DexTech’s eFIN DECENTRALIZED Team.
The information contained herein is provided for public information concerning the
issues and potential solutions, and is intended to invite other programmers to
collaborate or profit from our thoughts.
Any information not stemming from this Litepaper shall not be considered a statement
made by DexTech AG, unless it has been made by authorized representatives as listed for
DexTech AG in the commercial register of the Canton of Zürich, Switzerland.

